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IRREGULARITY
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ABSTRACT

TM

A performance‐based Analysis is aimed at controlling the structural damage based on precise estimations of proper
response parameters. Performance‐based seismic design explicitly evaluates how a building is likely to perform; given the
potential hazard it is likely to experience, considering uncertainties inherent in the quantification of potential hazard and
uncertainties in assessment of the actual building response. It is an iterative process that begins with the selection of
performance objectives, followed by the development of a preliminary design, an assessment as to whether or not the
design meets the performance objectives, and finally redesign and reassessment, if required, until the desired performance
level is achieved. In this present study three new R.C.C buildings unsymmetrical in plan (L‐shape) (designed according to
IS 456:2000) is taken for analysis: 4, 8 and 20 storey to cover the broader spectrum of low rise, medium rise & high rise
building construction. Different modeling issues were incorporated through six model for each building were; bare frame
(without infill), having infill as membrane, replacing infill as an equivalent strut in previous model. The pushover analysis
has been carried out using ETABS. Buildings located in Zone‐III have been analyzed Comparative study made for bare
frame (without infill), having infill as membrane, replacing infill as an equivalent strut. The results of analysis are
compared in terms of Base Shear, Storey Displacement and Drift Ratio. The buildings were designed to meet the
performance level, whose damage is limited to Grade 2 (slight structural damage, moderate nonstructural damage) in
order to enable Immediate Occupancy, is termed as Performance Based Design. For seismic performance of reinforced
concrete buildings, Capacity Spectrum Method (CSM) is used.
Index Terms: Response, Base Shear, Storey Displacement and Drift Ratio.

1.1 General

implementation for the complete engineering of new
engineering facilities. A performance‐based design is
aimed at controlling the structural damage based on
precise estimations of proper response parameters and
the flow diagram is shown in Figure 1.2.
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1. INTRODUCTION
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Amongst the natural hazards, earthquakes have the
potential for causing the greatest damages since
earthquake forces are random in nature & unpredictable,
the engineering tools needs to be sharpened for
analyzing structures under the action of these forces.
Performance based design is gaining a new dimension in
the seismic design philosophy wherein the near field
ground motion (usually acceleration) is to be considered.
Earthquake loads are to be carefully modeled so as to
assess the real behavior of structure with a clear
understanding that damage is expected but it should be
regulated. In this context pushover analysis which is an
iterative procedure shall be looked upon as an
alternative for the orthodox analysis procedures. This
study focuses on pushover analysis of multistory RC
framed buildings subjecting them to monotonically
increasing lateral forces with an invariant height wise
distribution until the preset performance level (target
displacement) is reached.
1.2 Need of Performance Based Seismic Design
From the effects of significant earthquakes, it is
concluded that the seismic risks in urban areas are
increasing and are far from socio‐economically
acceptable levels. There is an urgent need to reverse this
situation and it is believed that one of the most effective
ways of doing this is through, the development of more
reliable seismic standards and code provisions than
those currently available and their stringent

Figure 1.2 Performance‐based design flow diagram
1.3 Objectives
i. To evaluate the effect of masonry wall for low, medium
and high rise building in terms of Top Storey
Displacement.
ii. To study the load carrying capacity of different frames
(considered in this work) using masonry wall as infill
and equivalent diagonal strut in terms of Base Shear at
performance point.
1.4 Scope of the Present Study
The scope of present study aims at evaluation of R.C
buildings (designed according to IS 456:2000) using
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Pushover Analysis and redesigning columns and again
analyzing. The performance based seismic engineering
technique known has Non‐Linear Static Pushover
analysis procedure has been effectively used in this
regard. The pushover analysis has been carried out using
ETABS, a product of Computers and Structures
International. A total of 9 cases for 4, 8 and 20 storey
buildings located in Zone‐III have been analyzed.

The results of analysis are compared in terms of base
shear, Top storey displacements, the buildings were
design to meet the performance level, and performance
check is done by checking the hinges at nodes and drift
ratio of the building. Whose damage is limited to Grade 2
(slight structural damage, moderate nonstructural
damage) in order to enable Immediate Occupancy level.

2. METHODOLOGY
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2.2 Pushover Analysis Using ETABS
The following steps are included in the pushover
analysis steps 1 to 4 are to create the computer model,
step 5 runs the analysis and steps 6 to 9 review the
pushover analysis results.
1) Create the basic computer model (without the
pushover data) as shown in Figure 2.2.1. The graphical
interface of ETABS makes this quick and easy task.
Assigned sectional properties & applies all the gravity
loads i.e. Dead load and Live load on the structure.
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In Nonlinear Static Procedure, the basic demand and
capacity parameter for the analysis is the lateral
displacement of the building. The generation of a
capacity curve (base shear v/s roof displacement)
defines the capacity of the building uniquely for an
assumed force distribution and displacement pattern. It
is independent of any specific seismic shaking demand
and replaces the base shear capacity of conventional
design procedures. If the building displaces laterally, its
response must lie on this capacity curve. A point on the
curve defines a specific damage state for the structure,
since the deformation for all components can be related
to the global displacement of the structure. By
correlating this capacity curve to the seismic demand
generated by a specific earthquake or ground shaking
intensity, a point can be found on the capacity curve that
estimates the maximum displacement of the building the
earthquake will cause. This defines the performance
point or target displacement. The location of this
performance point relative to the performance levels
defined by the capacity curve indicates whether or not
the the design meets the performance objectives, and
finally redesign and reassessment, if required, until the
desired performance level is achieved.
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2.1 Basis of the Procedure

Figure 2.2.1 Basic Model in ETABS

2) Define properties and acceptance criteria for the
pushover hinges as shown in fig 2.2.2. The program
includes several built‐in default hinges that are based on
average values from ATC‐40 for concrete members and
average values from FEMA‐273 for steel members. In
this analysis, PMM have been defined at both the column
ends and M3 hinges have been defined at both the ends
of all the beams.

In the present work, four storied, eight storied and ten
storied (L‐shape) reinforced concrete frame buildings
situated in Zone III, is taken for the purpose of study. The
number of bays in each direction and height at each floor
are in shown in table 2.1 below, the building is
unsymmetrical about both the axis. The total height of
the building is 12.8 for four storied, 25.6 for eight storied
and 64 m for twenty storied building. The building is
considered as an Ordinary Moment Resisting Frame.
Table 2.1 Dimensions of Building frames
Storey

4

Bays
length
in (m)

Height
of floor

5

3.2

Bays in x‐
direction
5

Bays in y‐
direction
4

Figure 2.2.2 Defining Frame Sections
3) Locate the pushover hinges on the models by selecting
all the frames members and assigning them one or more
hinge properties and hinge locations as shown in figure
2.2.3.
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Figure 2.2.9 Capacity Table
8) The pushover displaced shape and sequence of hinge
information on a step by step basis was obtained and is
shown in the figures 2.2.10(a) to 2.2.10(f) and table
2.2(a) to 2.2(c) summarizes the member and
performance level of bare frame, infill frame and infill as
equivalent strut frame for 4 storey building for zone III,
DBE, soil type medium.

Step 2: Figure 2.2.10(c) Deformed shape at step 2

TM

9) Output for the pushover analysis can be printed in a
tabular form for the entire model or for selected of the
model. The types of output available in this form include
joint displacements at each step of the pushover, and
hinge force, displacement and state at each steps of the
pushover.
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Step 3: Figure 2.2.10(d) Deformed shape at step 3

Step 0: Figure 2.2.10(a) Deformed shapes at step 0.

Step 4: Figure 2.2.10(e) Deformed shape at step 4

Step 1: Figure 2.2.10(b) Deformed shapes at step 1
Figure 2.2.10(f) Hinge pattern in Bare frame 4 Storey
building
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Table 2.2(a) Summary of member and performance
level of bare frame for 4 storey building for zone III,
DBE, soil type medium
Zo
ne

Roof
displace
ment

A‐
B

B‐
IO

III

73 mm

6
2
0

1
6
4

I
O
‐
L
S
0

L
S‐
C
P

C
P‐
C

C D
‐ ‐
D E

>
E

TOT
AL

0

0

0

0

784

0

The drift ratio of the building is 0.073/12.8 =
0.0057=0.57% < 1%

Figure 2.2.10(h) Hinge pattern infill as equivalent
strut frame for 4 Storey building

Table 2.2(c) summary of member level performance
of infill as equivalent strut 4 storey for zone III, DBE,
soil type medium
Roof
displace
ment

A‐
B
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Zo
ne
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III
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Figure 2.2.10(g) Hinge pattern infill as masonry wall
frame for 4 Storey building

Table 2.2(b) Summary of member and level
performance of infill as masonry wall 4 storey
building for zone III, DBE, soil type medium
Zo
ne

Roof
displace
ment

A‐
B

B‐
IO

I
O
‐
L
S

L
S‐
C
P

C
P‐
C

C D
‐ ‐
D E

>
E

TOT
AL

III

82 mm

5
4
8

2
3
6

0

0

0

0

0

784

0

78 mm

4
9
1

B‐
IO

I
O
‐
L
S

L
S‐
C
P

C
P‐
C

C D
‐ ‐
D E

>
E

TOT
AL

2
9
3

0

0

0

0

0

784

0

. The drift ratio of the building is 0.078/12.8
=0.00609=0.609<1%
Similarly, the performance based pushover analysis
using ETABS has been carried out for 8 storied and 20
storied L shape framed structures and the results have
been incorporated and represented in the figures 2.2.11
to 2.2.22. And the corresponding empirical and
analytical time periods in all storeys are given in table
2.2(d).
Table 2.2(d) Empirical and Analytical Time Period in
all Stories

The drift ratio of the building is 0.082/12.8 =
0.0063=0.63% < 1%
The approximate Fundamental natural period of
vibration from the empirical expression of the IS‐1893
part1, is compared with the analytical time period, As
shown in table 2.2(d) analytical time period do not tally
with empirical time period. The analytical period
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Figure 2.2.12 Base Shear for Different frames for 8
storey building at Performance Point
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2
1
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Drift ,m

10

Bare Frame
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4
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2
0
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0.1
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Figure 2.2.17 Story‐Drift for 4 Storey Building

8

Figure 2.2.13 Base Shear for Different frames for 20
storey building at Performance Point

Bare Frame

3

Bare frame

Infilled
frame(masonry
wall)

Type of frame
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Diagonal
strut

Figure 2.2.16 Storey‐Displacement for 20 Storey
Building
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storey

Type of frame

Base shear,kN

0.1

Bare Frame

Storey

Base shear,kN

Figure 2.2.11 Base Shear for Different frames for 4
storey buildings at Performance Point
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Figure 2.2.15 Storey‐Displacement for 8 Storey
Building
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Figure 2.2.14 Storey‐Displacement for 4 Storeys
Building

Figure 2.2.18 Story‐Drift for 8 Storey Building
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Figure 2.2.19 Story‐Drift for 20 Storey Building
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3.2 Results for Infilled Building Frames (using
Masonry Wall)
Analytical
Empirical in IS
1893 part1

Bare
Infilled Infilled
frame (Masonry (Strut)
wall)

Type of frame

Emprical in IS
1893 Part 1

Type of frame

period ,seconds

Figure 2.2.21 Comparison of Fundamental Natural
period of vibration for 8 storey
4 2.9386 2.5461
2.2461
3
1.69
2
0.2013 0.2013
1
0

Analytical
Emperical in IS
1893 part1

Type of frame
Figure 2.2.22 Comparison of Fundamental Natural
period of vibration for 20 storey

3. DISCUSSION OF RESULTS
3.1 Results for Bare Building Frames

Fig.2.2.14, 2.2.15 & 2.2.16 show the Base shear for
different frames. For 4, 8 and 20 storey Infilled frames
the Base Shears are 2226 KN, 2689 KN and 7542 KN
after performing the Performance‐Based Pushover
Analysis, Fig.2.2.17, 2.2.18 & 2.2.19 show the Storey
Displacement for different frames. For 4, 8, 20 storey
Infilled frame the Top storey displacements are 0.079 m
,0.0164 m and 0.437 m and fig.2.2.20, 2.2.21 & 2.2.22
show the Drift ratio for different frames. For 4, 8, 20
storey Bare frame the drift ratios are less than 0.04*h
where h is the height of floor taken as 3.2m for each
floor. The Fundamental natural frequencies for infilled
frames using empirical formula are 0.2013 sec for
different stories are same because formula depends on
base dimension of the building (0.09/√d) where d is the
base dimension of the building. Whereas Analytical
frequencies are 0.6813 sec, 1.055 sec, 2.5461 sec.
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Analytical
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Period , seconds

Figure 2.2.20 Comparison of Fundamental Natural
period of vibration for 4 storey
2 1.648
1.5
0.853 1.055 0.95
1
0.201 0.2013
0.5
0

Fig.2.2.14, 2.2.15 & 2.2.16 show the Base shear for
different frames. For 4, 8 and 20 storey Bare frames the
Base Shears are 2040 KN, 2360 KN and 6810 KN after
performing the Performance‐Based Pushover Analysis,
Fig.2.2.17, 2.2.18 & 2.2.19 show the Storey Displacement
for different frames. For 4, 8, 20 storey Bare frame the
Top storey displacements are 0.117 m ,0.203 m and
0.471 m and fig.2.2.20, 2.2.21 & 2.2.22 show the Drift
ratio for different frames. The Fundamental natural
frequencies for Bare frames using empirical formula are
0.5075 sec, 0.853 sec, 1.69 sec .where as Analytical
frequencies are 0.82 sec, 1.648 sec, 2.9386 sec for 4, 8,
20 storey Bare frame .The drift ratios are less than
0.04*h where h is the height of floor taken as 3.2m for
each floor.
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Storey
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3.3 Results for Infilled Building Frames (using
Equivalent Diagonal Strut)
Fig.2.2.14, 2.2.15 & 2.2.16 show the Base shear for
different frames. For 4, 8 and 20 storey Bare frames the
Base Shears are 2192 KN, 2590 KN and 7409 KN after
performing the Performance‐Based Pushover Analysis,
Fig.2.2.17, 2.2.18 & 2.2.19 show the Storey Displacement
for different frames. For 4, 8, 20 storey Bare frame the
Top storey displacements are 0.088 m ,0.171 m and
0.456 m and fig.2.2.20, 2.2.21 & 2.2.22 show the Drift
ratio for different frames. For 4, 8, 20 storey Bare frame
the drift ratios are less than 0.04*h where h is the height
of floor taken as 3.2m for each floor For 4, 8, 20 storey
Bare frame the drift ratios are less than 0.04*h where h
is the height of floor taken as 3.2m for each floor. The
Fundamental natural frequencies for infilled frames
(equivalent strut) using empirical formula are 0.2013 sec
for different stories are same because formula depends
on base dimension of the building (0.09/√d) where d is
the base dimension of the building. Whereas Analytical
frequencies are 0.6465 sec, 0.95 sec, 2.24 sec.

4. CONCLUSIONS
4.1 Conclusions
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4.2 SCOPE FOR FUTURE WORK
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1.
Due to presence of the infill wall (as membrane)
displacement at top storey decreases to 33%, 19% and
7% for four, eight, twenty stores (respectively) with
respect to bare frame. From the above observation it can
be seen that due to enhance height of the building
influence of stiffness of the infill wall will be less, thus it
should be used more lateral load resistant system to
increase the stiffness of the multi storey building. And
results show that stiffness of the infill walls (as
membrane) is efficient for building with low and
medium height.
2.
Due to presence of the infill as equivalent strut,
displacement at top storey decreases to 25%, 16%, and
5% for four, eight, twenty stores (respectively) with
respect to bare frame.
3.
The seismic analysis of RC frames should be
done by considering the infill walls in the analysis. For
modeling the infill wall the equivalent diagonal strut
method can be effectively used.
4.
The seismic analysis of RC (Bare frame)
structure leads to under estimation of Base shear. This
underestimation of base shear may lead to the collapse
of structure during earthquake shaking. Therefore it is
important to consider the infill walls in the seismic
analysis of structure.
5.
The IS code describes very insufficient
guidelines about infill wall design procedures. Software
like ETABS is used as a tool for analyzing the effect of
infill on the structural behavior. It is observed that,
ETABS provide overestimated value of fundamental
period for bare frame model.. The storey drift for all the
buildings considered, satisfy the permissible limit 0.04*h
where h is the storey height, as per IS 1893. According
to relative values of the parameters considered, it can be
concluded that provision of infill wall enhances the
performance in terms of storey displacement and drift.
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As the performance based pushover analysis is very
useful method to design the structure at required
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In the present study full infill is taken in the
frames, partial infill can be taken so, as to consider the
opening in the frame incase of (door and windows)

Single diagonal strut is considered in place of
masonry wall, double diagonal strut can be used.

Maximum considered earthquake (MCE) level
can be taken for life safety performance level.
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